IST news Tuesday 31 july 2018
Chilled but Challenged

IST Hangout Treehouse
Have you checked out the treehouse in the IST hangout
area? We headed up to the platform - which is above
sea level! - to feel the wind blow through our hair and
cool us down. Halfway up a linden tree (a national
symbol of Slovenia) a team of Slovenian IST have built
a hangout for all to enjoy - Luka, Jakob and Gasper
started small, but were delivered some extra supplies
and the project grew and grew. After some
miscommunication the structure became even bigger,
and now boasts a food-lift, a fridge (with fresh fruit and
juices) and plenty of space to relax.

IST Hangout Treehouse
As-tu vu la cabane dans l’arbre au IST Hangout ? Nous
sommes allés explorer et nous sommes montés sur
la plateforme qui est située au dessus du niveau de la
mer, cheveux au vent et une bonne brise rafraîchissante ! À mi-hauteur du tilleul, l’arbre national de la
Slovénie, une équipe de EIS slovènes a bâti ce refuge
que tous peuvent apprécier. Pour Luka, Jakob et
Gasper, le projet a commencé sur une petite échelle
mais comme plus de matériaux ont été livrés, le
projet a pris de l’ampleur. Quelques communications
mal interprétées ont permis à la structure d’être
bonifiée encore plus et on y trouve maintenant un.

Also in Tulipa the “Chilled but Challenged” area has been
built, where some rather warm looking IST appear
un-challenged by the job at hand. Oscar and Ricardo, Mike
and Jakob are building seats out of wooden pallets. This
is Oscar’s first International Scout Camp, and they had
no idea what to expect when they got here, but are really
enjoying themselves. Ricardo is happy at work here - carpentry is a favourite hobby back home, and they have their
own garage workshop! Mike will be working in the
Rainbow Cafe for most of the camp, but until that opens
they are lending a hand wherever they can. Jakob was one
of the fantastic group of IST who spent several hours cleaning The Hague campsite in the baking heat - despite being
worn out, and only having made it to Zeewolde very late,
they were back to work again the next day and happy to be
doing all sorts of different jobs for the camp - who knows
what tomorrow will bring?
The IST camp hums with activity, but sings with the
Roverway Spirit!

Unsung heroes:
Telecom

Imagine there is no access to WIFI during Roverway
2018. That would be rather dull. But thanks to our
unsung heroes in Telecom we do have many wifis here.
For example IST and participant have their own. That
is only a little piece of what they are doing but at the
same time it is the one that is most visible to everyone.
Perhaps you have noticed the little booth that says
Telecom on the main road of the camp? There you can
find the people that work hard to give us access to wifi.
Besides the wifi Telecom handles all the IT
infrastructure on the campsite. They also handle the
radio and phone systems. There are up to 14 people
working in Telecom team and one of them is always in
the central communication hub for emergency situations. Their job is crucial for a camp to work properly
even though you can’t see it. So let’s give a big thanks
to Telecom team!

